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Invisibility cloaks in relativistic motion
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We consider an ideal invisibility cloak which is illuminated by monochromatic light and which moves in
vacuum at constant relativistic velocity with respect to the common inertial frame of light source and observer.
We show that, in general, the moving cloak becomes detectable by image distortions and by generating a broad
frequency spectrum of the scattered light. However, for many special combinations of incident light frequency,
wave vector of light, and cloak velocity, ideal cloaking remains possible. It becomes nonreciprocal though. This
means that light rays emitted by the light source arrive at the observer as though they have traveled through
vacuum, but they take completely different paths after being retroreflected at the observer position.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of ideal lossless macroscopic omnidirectional
invisibility cloaks operating in free space at one frequency
or within a narrow frequency range is consistent with the
laws of physics [1,2]. Such spatial cloaks can be designed
explicitly by transformation optics [3–7]. Intuitively, light
takes a geometrical detour around an object to be hidden, yet
the optical path length (or, equivalently, the time of flight)
is conserved despite of the detour. This compensation is
accomplished by a suitable material distribution in the cloak
containing refractive indices n = c0/c < 1, equivalent to a
phase velocity c locally exceeding the vacuum speed of light
c0. However, for negligible frequency dependence, the energy
velocity would be equal to the phase velocity. Thus, as the
theory of relativity rules out the possibility of superluminal
energy or mass transport [8], cloaking devices must un-
avoidably be frequency dependent (i.e., dispersive) [9–11]. In
reality, finite dissipation (i.e., damping) leading to absorption
of light imposes further important practical limitations [12].
Nevertheless, it is interesting to consider the theoretical ideal
of a lossless cloak.

Although electrodynamics is a fully relativistic theory,
to date only a few papers have explicitly explored the
relativistic nature of transformation optics, including the event
cloak [13] and two studies of cloaks operating in curved
space-times [14,15]. In this paper, we ask how an ideal
cloak would be perceived when moving at constant relativistic
velocity with respect to an observer and a monochromatic light
source, both at rest with respect to the laboratory inertial frame.

It is well known that setting dielectric media in motion
induces magnetoelectric coupling terms [16], so upon first
consideration of cloaks in motion one might expect that
the cloak must be built to compensate for these induced
magnetoelectric terms. However, this would be incorrect
because the stationary observer also perceives a different
description of the cloak transformation: one that is stretched
out through the motion of the cloak and which results in
cloak parameters that correspond exactly to the stationary
cloak set in motion. One might subsequently conclude that
all concerns about device motion may be ignored during

design and construction, but this would also be incorrect. The
operational equivalence of a moving cloak to its stationary
counterpart is only true for dispersionless cloaks that are not
compatible with the laws of physics.

In this paper, we show that an ideal yet dispersive cloak
generally becomes uncloaked by its relative motion (Sec. V),
except for infinitely many special cases for which it continues
to cloak, but in a nonreciprocal manner (Sec. VI). Before
presenting these results, we recall some relevant basics in
Sec. II, and define the mathematical basis in Secs. III and IV.

II. MOVING MEDIA AND RELATIVISTIC
DOPPLER SHIFT

In this section, we briefly recall some aspects of moving
media and the relativistic Doppler effect that shall become
relevant below. Depending on the angle between the relative
velocity vector �v between two frames of inertia related via
a Lorentz transformation from the unprimed (laboratory)
coordinates to the primed (comoving) coordinates, and the
wave vector of light �k in the first and �k′ in the second, one
gets the usual longitudinal or transverse relativistic Doppler
frequency shift from angular frequency ω to ω′. For simplicity,
we choose the coordinate system such that the relative motion
of the two frames is along the x axis. Under these conditions,
the Doppler-shifted frequency depends on the angle included
by �v = (vx,0,0)T = c0(β,0,0)T and �k = (kx,ky,kz)T , and is
given by the Lorentz transformation [17](

ω′/c0
�k′

)
= �

(
ω/c0

�k
)

, (1)

with

� =

⎛
⎜⎝

γ −βγ 0 0
−βγ γ 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎠, (2)

and with the Lorentz factor

γ = 1√
1 − β2

. (3)
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This frequency shift also applies to the dipoles in the
material forming the cloak: The dipoles receive the Doppler-
shifted incoming light wave and reemit a wave with the
same frequency in the comoving frame. Due to the relative
motion with respect to the observer, a second Doppler shift
occurs. This second shift compensates the first one if the
direction of light impinging onto the medium is parallel to
the direction of light emerging from it. A parallel dielectric
plate moving in vacuum is a simple example. The situation
is different if the emerging wave vector of light includes
with the incident wave vector of light in the comoving frame
a nonzero deflection characterized by the general intrinsic
rotation R = Rz′ (φ)Ry ′(θ )Rx ′(ψ), with Tait-Bryan angles φ,
θ , and ψ about the z′, y ′, and x ′ axis, respectively, in which
case one does get a net Doppler frequency shift. If we denote by
ω̃ the laboratory-frame frequency of the emerging wave vector
of light, the relative frequency shift 	ω/ω ≡ (ω̃ − ω)/ω for
the longitudinal case is given by(

	ω

ω

)
long

= β

β + ζ
(cos φ cos θ − 1), (4)

where ζ = sign(�k · x̂). For the transverse case, the relationship
is more complicated and, unlike the longitudinal case, depends
additionally on ψ :(

	ω

ω

)
trans

= βγ [βγ − ξ cos ψ sin φ

+ (ξ sin ψ sin θ − βγ cos θ ) cos φ], (5)

where ξ = sign(�k · ŷ).
A simple example is a slightly wedged dielectric plate

moving with constant velocity perpendicular to the line of
sight between light source and observer. Nonrelativistically,
one can argue that the moving wedge linearly increases or
decreases the amount of material in the optical path versus
time, leading to a time-dependent phase shift of the light wave,
hence to a frequency and momentum shift of the transmitted
light. Correspondingly, the quanta of light have a smaller or
larger photon energy and momentum compared to the wedge at
rest with respect to the laboratory frame. The energy difference
is taken from or added to the kinetic energy of the wedge.
Likewise, the change in momentum of light is compensated
by the wedge. However, for macroscopic objects and small
light intensities, we can safely neglect this backaction onto the
moving object.

III. DISPERSIVE CYLINDRICAL CLOAK

Our mathematical treatment starts with the spatial distribu-
tion of the electric permittivity

↔
ε and magnetic permeability

↔
μ = ↔

ε tensors for the cloak operation frequency ω0 obtained
from Ref. [7] for the transformation of a line to a cylinder
with radius R1 using the simple linear mapping (in cylindrical
coordinates)

r → r ′ = R1 + R2 − R1

R2
r (6)

for 0 � r � R2, with the outer radius of the cloaking shell R2.
The other coordinates remain untransformed. This yields the

optical tensors
↔
ε = ↔

μ = ↔
n given by [7,18]

↔
ε =

⎛
⎝εr ′(r ′,ω0) 0 0

0 εθ ′(r ′,ω0) 0
0 0 εz′(r ′,ω0)

⎞
⎠, (7)

with

εr ′(r ′,ω0) = r ′ − R1

r ′ , (8)

εθ ′(r ′,ω0) = r ′

r ′ − R1
, (9)

εz′ (r ′,ω0) =
(

R2

R2 − R1

)2
r ′ − R1

r ′ , (10)

where r ′ ∈ [R1,R2] represents here the radial coordinate of
light, and R1 (R2) is the inner (outer) radius of the cylindrical
shell comprising the cloak. It is straightforward to check that
for our choice of R2 = 2R1, as r ′ : R2 → R1, then εr ′(r ′,ω0) :
0.5 → 0, εθ ′ (r ′,ω0) : 2 → +∞, and εz′(r ′,ω0) : 2 → 0.

When the light has a frequency ω′ that is not necessarily
equal to ω0, due to the inherently dispersive nature [9–11]
of the cloak, the optical tensor component εi ′(r ′,ω′) will
no longer equal εi ′(r ′,ω0) (i ′ = r ′,θ ′,z′). To describe this
aspect, we use an undamped Lorentz oscillator model for the
material dispersion. It is often expressed by some constant
background permittivity plus the response of a harmonic
oscillator. Microscopically, the background contribution stems
from other resonances at (much) higher frequencies. To avoid
unphysical frequency-independent contributions, we model
the background by a second harmonic oscillator. In the
comoving frame, suppressing the tensor indices for clarity,
we get for any of the tensor components the form

ε(r ′,ω′) = μ(r ′,ω′) = 1 + f1

2
1(r ′) − ω′2 + f2

2
2(r ′) − ω′2 ,

(11)

where the varying eigenfrequencies are related by 2 = α1.
The space-dependent resonance frequency 1(r ′) is computed
by honoring the condition that the tensor components ε(r ′,ω =
ω0) = εideal satisfy the ideal cloak parameters. This allows for
a quadratic equation AX2 + BX + C = 0, where X = 2

1 and

A = (εideal − 1)α2, (12)

B = −[(1 + α2)(εideal − 1)ω2
0 + f1α

2 + f2], (13)

C = [(εideal − 1)ω2
0 + f1 + f2]ω2

0. (14)

For our choice of parameters f1 = ω2
0, f2 = 10 ω2

0, and
α = 10, we find non-negative X = (−B − √

B2 − 4AC)/2A
solutions for all r ′, from which we then calculate 1 = √

X.
The choice of the oscillator parameters is obviously not unique,
but none of the qualitative results discussed below depends on
the particular parameter choices. Furthermore, we add an ideal
metallic mirror at the inner shell with radius R1 to isolate the
interior from the outside.
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IV. RAY-TRACING APPROACH

Images of various nonmoving cloaks have previously been
calculated by advanced ray tracing [18–22]. The images
of ordinary objects (i.e., not cloaks) moving at relativistic
velocities or even subject to acceleration and/or gravitation
have been simulated extensively as well [23–25]. Various
image distortions arise due to the fact that an observer sees
light rays arriving at one point in time in his system of inertia,
while these light rays may have been emitted from the moving
object at different points in time, as seen from the comoving
frame.

All ray-tracing calculations presented in this paper are
performed in a frame comoving with the cloak and are
based on the Hamiltonian formulation for light propagation
outlined in Ref. [18] for a general (i.e., possibly dispersive)
impedance-matched medium. We use their [18] nomenclature
in this section. By replacing �x → �r ′ and �k → �k′, one arrives
at the nomenclature used in all other sections of our paper.
From Maxwell’s curl equations and the parameter relations
�D = ε0

↔
ε �E and �B = μ0

↔
μ �H , we get the relation [18]

�k × [
↔
ε

−1
(�k × �E)] + ↔

ε �E = 0, (15)

which requires, for nonzero field solutions, that

1

|↔ε |
(�kT ↔

ε �k − |↔ε |)2 = 0, (16)

from which we obtain the Hamiltonian H = �kT
↔
ε �k − |↔ε |.

The ray tracing is then performed by iterative integration of
Hamilton’s equations,

d �x
dτ

= ∂H
∂ �k , (17)

d�k
dτ

= −∂H
∂ �x , (18)

with �x as the spatial position of light, and τ as a parametrization
variable that can represent time, but not necessarily real time.

Note that the Hamiltonian used here allows us to consis-
tently treat positive and negative refractive indices. The latter
do occur under the conditions of moving cloaks below.

At the boundary between vacuum and cloak, the refractive
index generally makes a discontinuous jump. We treat this
problem by ordinary refraction, including the possibility of
total internal reflection. Ordinary Fresnel reflections do not
occur at the vacuum-cloak boundary because even the moving
cloak is always perfectly impedance matched to vacuum by
the condition

↔
μ = ↔

ε .

V. UNCLOAKING BY MOTION

It is instructive to “illegally” ignore material dispersion for
a moment. As already pointed out in Sec. I, in the laboratory
frame, the magnetoelectric material distribution of the cloak at
rest leads to a complicated bianisotropic material distribution
of the moving cloak [26]. In this frame, the result is not
obvious. The situation is simpler in the comoving frame: A
light ray emerging from the source in the laboratory frame
can be Lorentz transformed into the frame comoving with the

cloak. In this frame, the cloak is electromagnetically equivalent
to vacuum. Hence, light rays outside the cloak propagate as in
vacuum. After passing the cloaking structure, the rays can be
Lorentz transformed back to the observer frame. This means
that the constant motion of the cloak has no effect at all on the
cloaking performance.

The behavior is different for a dispersive cloak. Suppose
we illuminate with a frequency of light ω equal to the cloak
operation frequency ω0 in the laboratory frame. Upon Doppler
frequency shifting from the light source to a frame comoving
with the cloak, ω → ω′, the frequency of light is in general
no longer equal to the operation frequency ω0. As a result, the
spatial distribution of electric permittivity and magnetic per-
meability as seen from the cloak frame is different from that of
the ideal cloak. Hence, the cloak generally exhibits aberrations.

A notable exception is the case where the light frequency
in the laboratory frame is precompensated such that it equals
the cloak operation frequency after being Doppler shifted
to the cloak frame. For example, if the cloak moves towards
the observer along the axis connecting source and observer,
i.e., away from the light source, the frequency emitted from
the light source needs to be blue shifted to compensate the
longitudinal Doppler red shift. In this case, light rays propagate
from the light source to the observer as though there was
vacuum in between. In particular, light reaches the observer
with the same frequency as emitted by the source. Cloaking
is conceptually ideal in this case, but it is fundamentally
nonreciprocal: If a light ray is retroreflected by a mirror at the
observer location, the cloak is moving towards this new source.
Hence, the original precompensation towards the blue and the
longitudinal Doppler blue shift add up (rather than subtract),
leading to even larger aberrations of the cloak. We will come
back to the possibility of precompensation and nonreciprocal
cloaking in Sec. VI.

To get a better feeling for what kind of aberrations can
be expected for cloaks moving at finite velocities, we depict
various examples for calculated light-ray paths in Fig. 1 for a
source shining light of frequency ω = ω0 along the positive x

direction. The ratio v/c0 of cloak laboratory-frame velocity v

to the vacuum speed of light c0 increases as indicated. Positive
velocities v > 0 mean that the cloak is moving in the positive
x direction away from the light source, i.e., ω′ < ω. For up
to v/c0 = 10−4, no distortions of the light rays are visible
within the linewidths of the plots. At velocities approaching
about v/c0 = 1%, the distortions with respect to parallel
ray paths become quite prominent. At v/c0 = 10%, some
rays already emerge under large angles with respect to their
direction of incidence and a few are totally internally reflected
at the vacuum-cloak interface, never entering the cloak. At
v/c0 = 20%, some rays are reflected inside the cloak at the
inner shell, which we have chosen to be perfect mirror (see
above). Upon Lorentz transformation of these directions (i.e.,
wave vectors �k′) back to the laboratory frame, the frequency
of light corresponding to these rays gets shifted to ω̃ (see
introductory discussion above). The spread in angles thus leads
to a spread in relative frequency shifts 	ω/ω = (ω̃ − ω)/ω
given in Eq. (4). Obviously, both aspects, i.e., the change in
light direction with respect to vacuum and the frequency shift
with respect to the incident monochromatic light, make the
cloak detectable.
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FIG. 1. Characteristic light rays in a frame (x ′y ′ plane) comoving
with a dispersive cylindrical invisibility cloak moving with constant
velocity v along the positive x direction in the laboratory system of
light source and observer. The cloak radii R1 and R2 are indicated by
the black circles, and ray colors indicate light frequency with ω0 as
green. The invariance of the cylindrical cloak along the z′ axis allows
all optics to be captured in the x ′y ′ plane. The monochromatic light
rays with frequency ω = ω0 are emitted along the positive x direction
in the laboratory frame. ω0 is the cloak operation frequency, i.e., if the
cloak is at rest with respect to the light source, the condition ω = ω0

leads to perfect cloaking. With increasing velocity β = v/c0 with
respect to the vacuum speed of light c0, increasing aberrations are
found. Light rays for which the emerging direction (or wave vector
of light �k′) includes an angle φ with the incident rays in the x ′y ′

plane are received with a frequency ω̃ 
= ω by an observer at rest
in the laboratory frame. This leads to the relative frequency shift
	ω/ω ≡ (ω̃ − ω)/ω = (cos φ − 1)β/(β + 1), which is a simplified
version of Eq. (4) for the geometry shown here.

The behavior for light rays impinging orthogonal to the
cloak motion as seen from the laboratory frame is depicted
in Fig. 2. Due to the Lorentz transformation, orthogonal in

v/c 0 = 0x̂ v/c 0 = 0 .1x̂ v/c 0 = 0 .2x̂

v/c 0 = 0 .3x̂ v/c 0 = 0 .4x̂ v/c 0 = 0 .5x̂

x
y

x
y

x
y

x
y

x
y

x
y

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for light rays with ω = ω0 impinging
along the positive y direction (rather than the positive x direction) in
the laboratory frame. In the shown comoving frame, the incident rays
at the bottom are inclined with respect to the y ′ axis due to the Lorentz
transformation, although they are along the positive y direction in the
laboratory frame. Again, with increasing cloak velocity v/c0, more
pronounced aberrations are observed. Some rays end within the cloak
because they hit the vicinity of local resonances at a radius indicated
by the magenta circle. For arbitrarily small yet nonzero damping,
these rays will be absorbed. As in the longitudinal case, there will also
be a frequency spread due to deflections in the direction of the wave
vectors with respect to their incidence directions upon interacting
with the cloak.

the laboratory frame is no longer orthogonal in the comoving
frame. With increasing cloak velocity, we again find increasing
distortions, such as in the parallel case (Fig. 1). Some rays in
Fig. 2 arrive at locations for which ω′ > ω = ω0 approaches
a local resonance. The azimuthal component of the refractive
index diverges and, hence, these rays asymptotically approach
an orbit at some radius, in the vicinity of which we end these
rays. Physically, they are absorbed at this radius as soon as
one introduces an arbitrarily small yet nonzero damping. In
general, light rays in the moving cloak also experience regions
with negative permittivity and permeability, hence negative
phase velocity, leading to negative refraction.

VI. NONRECIPROCAL CLOAKING

In the previous section, we have emphasized that motion
at relativistic velocities generally reveals the cloak. However,
for any cloak velocity, one can find incident wave vectors of
light �k = (kx,ky,kz)T and a frequency of light ω connected via
Eq. (1) by

ω′ = γ (ω − vkx) = ω0, (19)

such that the Doppler shift leads to a frequency ω′ = ω0 in
the comoving frame equal to the cloak operation frequency
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x

y

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1, but for the light frequency ω =
ω0

√
(1 − β)/(1 + β) in the laboratory frame with β = v/c0 = 0.1

such that the Doppler blue-shifted frequency in the comoving frame
obeys ω′ = ω0, leading to perfect cloaking (green color) for light
propagating with frequency ω along the negative x direction in
the laboratory frame. In sharp contrast, upon retroreflecting these
rays at the observer [where again ω = ω0

√
(1 − β)/(1 + β)], strong

aberrations are observed because ω′ = ω0(1 − β)/(1 + β) due to
a Doppler red shift from the laboratory to the comoving frame.
This means that the cloaking behavior is nonreciprocal. Infinitely
many such special configurations exist for the different possible
laboratory-frame frequencies ω.

ω0. Together with the vacuum dispersion relation of light,
k2
x + k2

y + k2
z = ω2/c2

0, the wave vectors of light obeying this
condition lie on a cone. All light rays impinging along these
directions arrive at the observer as though they have propagated
in vacuum. However, upon retroreflecting these rays at the
observer, i.e., upon replacing �k → −�k, we get ω′ 
= ω0. This
means that no cloaking is obtained. Altogether, cloaking is
nonreciprocal. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a cloak
with velocity β = v/c0 = 10% in the positive x direction and
light propagating along the x axis in the laboratory frame with
a frequency ω = ω0

√
(1 − β)/(1 + β).

Alternatively, if the light in the laboratory frame has the
operational frequency ω = ω0 of the cloak, one can find the
proper direction in the laboratory frame that this light has
to take, as per Eq. (19), so that ω′ = ω0. The cloak works
perfectly for these directions but not for the opposite ones.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the example of a cloak with
velocity of β = v/c0 = 50% in the positive x direction. As
the incident direction of light is not parallel to the direction
of motion in Fig. 4 (in contrast to Fig. 3), retroreflection of
light in the laboratory frame according to �k → −�k does not
correspond to �k′ → −�k′ in the comoving frame. The wave
vectors �k′ rather follow from Eq. (1).

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have discussed the behavior of relativisti-
cally moving cylindrical cloaks in vacuum. We have shown that

x

y

FIG. 4. Nonreciprocal cloaking for light with frequency ω = ω0

(green rays) and wave vector �k in the laboratory frame obeying
Eq. (19) and impinging on the cylindrical invisibility cloak while
the latter is moving at relative velocity v/c0 = 0.5 in the positive x

direction. This light has the same frequency ω′ = ω0 in the comoving
frame as well. Hence, the cloaks works perfectly. However, upon
retroreflection of the light in the laboratory frame, its wave vector
becomes −�k, and this light will no longer have a frequency ω′ = ω0

in the comoving frame as it acquires a Doppler blue shift, leading
to imperfect cloaking. A few rays end within the cloak as they
hit the vicinity of a local resonance at a radius indicated by the
magenta circle. For arbitrarily small yet nonzero damping, these
rays are absorbed there. Finally, note that even though �k and −�k
are retroreflections of one another in the laboratory frame, their
Lorentz boosts in the comoving frame are not. In other words, if
�k is boosted to �k′, that does not mean that −�k will get boosted to −�k′,
i.e., retroreflection in the laboratory frame appears a bit unintuitive if
represented in the comoving frame.

an unavoidably dispersive cloak is generally uncloaked due to
its motion and the resulting relativistic Doppler frequency shift
except for many special cases for which cloaking remains
perfect but becomes nonreciprocal. Broadly speaking, these
results show that a physical invisibility cloak is not equivalent
to ordinary electromagnetic vacuum—not even at a single
frequency.

We have focused on the example of a cylindrical cloak
designed by a linear spatial transformation throughout this
article. However, it should be clear by our general discussion
that the findings outlined in this article apply to other free-
space electromagnetic cloaks moving with constant velocity as
well. In accelerated frames or, equivalently, under the influence
of gravity, any dispersive free-space cloak designed along the
lines of Refs. [6,7] for flat space-time will no longer work
perfectly either because the local frequency of light generally
changes due to gravity [8].
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